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PART ONE
THE CALLING

CHAPTER TWO, Section Three
The Gambler

Monday, 6:40p.m.

A gorgeous nineteen-year old brunette with luscious lips and the perfect measurements

flaunted her curves in Eddie Raleigh’s head. He could not stop licking drool over the neighbor’s

daughter.

“Oh, what I’d give to-“

“Eddie! Snap out of it. Too much daydreaming for you buddy.” The loud, squeaky voice

of Darren O’Doolin, the mechanic, interrupted Eddie’s thoughts on Jessica Ann. O’Doolin, a

beefy man of gargantuan proportions, walked up to the counter in a rolling gait, flipped open the

FH Telegraph, to see the Page Five Girl; a young blond named Cyndi, who had dreams of an

acting and modeling career. Eddie had checked her out when he came in the door at the start of

his shift. He’d laughed at her aspirations, gazing up her legs to the area below her neck. Cyndi

shouldn’t set her hopes higher than the level of men’s magazine eye candy, he surmised.  

O’Doolin glanced up at Eddie. “Nice one today,” he said, leering smile disgusting Eddie.

“Yep,” Eddie responded with as much enthusiasm as a kid asked to Brussel sprouts. He

hears the same thing all day, every day and today had been a busy one despite the gas prices. 

There was a slight pause while O’Doolin continued to ogle, so Eddie’s thoughts returned



to Jessica Ann’s finger tracing the circle of her pink nipple. An aching in his groin reminded him

not to get too carried away. His mind drifted only for a moment before it’s yanked back by the

mechanic.

“Have I told you my latest joke?” 

Having heard every joke thrice, Eddie was bored with the conversation already and

anxious to get back to better things – like a pair of 36D breasts.

“Nope, you haven’t, Mr. O’Doolin.” Probably have, he added to himself.

O’Doolin got the joke underway and Eddie knew where the mechanic heard it. Tiny the

tow truck driver had told it to Eddie that morning, while he was stopped at the One Cup or Two?

to pick up a coffee. Normally he made one at home before leaving but after the row between Gen

and him, he just wanted out of there. The joke was funny when Tiny said it, Eddie doubted he

would think so the second time. O’Doolin was an asshole for ripping off another guy’s joke. 

It was too hot for anything to be funny. Eddie let him tell it anyway. O’Doolin could be a

sulky bear if he was disappointed. 

“This guy gets pulled over for a DUI after poundin’ back a few beers, right. And this cop

asks him if he’s had a little too much to drink.” O’Doolin snickered. Eddie humored him with a

smirk. “So he says, ‘yeah I had few. What gave me away, Officer? I wasn’t weaving across the

road too much was I?’. ‘No your driving was fine,’ says the cop. ‘It was the ugly cow beside you

that tipped me off.’” Delivering his punch line O’Doolin bellowed an earth-shaking guffaw. 

Eddie once again humored the man with a few of his own chuckles, wondering why the

mechanic can’t tell they were faked. As the last laughs died away the two men grew quiet. Their

uncomfortable silence was soon broken by the radio.

“Police are still searching for the Bedroom Slasher after the brutal rape and murder of

Sarah Marie Preston,” the baritone voice of the announcer blurted from the speakers of the

AM/FM radio. The station had been playing mellow rock for the last hour. Eddie had forgotten it

was on. “ Police believe that rape has been the motive for the last three murders. More in an hour

on 105.9 The Ax Fm. Remember 105.9 is the only station that is cutting through the ages to bring

you the best of every generation.” Stairway to Heaven continued in the mellow vein and the Ax



went on to relive another generation.

“You know it’s a terrible world we live in when women are afraid of a sound at their

bedroom window,” O’Doolin said absently. 

Eddie knew the mechanic had it hit the nail on the head. He often had the same thought;

as much as he hated to admit O’Doolin and he shared anything.

“I know what you mean, Mr. O’Doolin. I was just reading a week or so ago about some

old lady – maybe it was a few years ago – who woke up in the middle of the night and was

stabbed repeatedly by a shadowy figure.” Eddie shrugged his shoulders, at a loss for more to say

He really didn’t feel like talking and tried to figure a way to break off the conversation.

The bell on the cash register dinged. 

He had not seen the big black car pull up. The silence returned as the mechanic and Eddie

watched the man pump gas into a 1980 Monte Carlo SS. A fine piece of machinery in both of

their opinions.

“Well, man, I gotta go,” O’Doolin mumbled to himself.

There was a second ding from the register, a cash symbol appeared on the screen over the

pump number. The customer, clad in a black trench, walked around his car toward the station

door.

“Eddie, what do you tell a woman with two black eyes?” He always left with a final joke.

Eddie kept his groan in check.

“Nothing. You already told her twice,” the customer answered. 

Eddie, who knew the answer but kept his mouth shut, thought the stranger was outside

when O’Doolin began the joke. He was surprised to hear the man but not as much as O’Doolin.

The mechanic was struck dumb and the smile that seemed to never leave his face was gone. It

faded like a smear of water on a window, its only trace were the lines left in its wake. The same

as Eddie, he’d noticed the stranger was outside when he started. 

The man was definitely not from around here. Eddie had never seen him around town and

he came from the south, which meant he was heading into Forest Hills. The man looked different,

even felt different. He wore sunglasses low on his nose. Hair curly, short on top, and buzzed on



the sides. Black hair, black as obsidian.

And friggin’ dice tattooed on his hands. Eddie had noticed the tattoos as the man held the

door. 

“Isn’t that the punch line?” The man glared at O’Doolin, staring through him, boring into

the mechanic with ice blue eyes. “That’s the punch line to your joke, isn’t it O’Doolin?” 

“Y-y-yes it is,” O’Doolin stammered. Eddie saw the thoughts in his head, exposed in a

mish-mash of facial twitches. How could he know? He was outside. How did he hear? Questions

screaming in O’Doolin’s head. Eddie waited to show up on the front of O’Doolin’s coveralls.

Hell, he checked his own pants. 

“I gotta get going Eddie. I’ve got some shit to do out of town.” He would say anything at

that moment to get away from the stranger in the trench coat, Eddie saw it in his pallid

complexion. 

The stranger left the mechanic tripping out the door and made his way over to the counter.

Eddie shook himself from his state of astonishment, tried to give the impression everyday a guy

as big as O’Doolin has the crap scared out of him in his presence and told the man the gas total.

In case he’d forgotten while burning holes in a man’s soul. “Twenty please.”

The stranger handed him a twenty-dollar bill that might have spent too many hours

shoved in a stripper’s g-string. Eddie accepted the money and processed the payment, nervously

watching him, hoping he wasn’t being too obvious. 

“Tell me, Eddie.” His name sounded weird on the stranger’s tongue, like it didn’t belong

there. “Do you like puzzles?”

What a screwy question, Eddie thought, but decided the question it was harmless enough.

“Yeah I like puzzles, sometimes.” Then added; “Why?”

He told Eddie the puzzle, which he guessed correctly. It surprised the stranger, maybe

irritated him a little. “It certainly is a gamble isn’t it?”

“How so?” Eddie inquired. He sensed cracks forming under him, the conversation could

slide either way, or, he could fall through and drown. His was in over his head. When was his

luck going to change, he wondered.



“What if Lucretia became confused about what side the poison was on? She could have

eaten the wrong half. Humans are prone to making mistakes.”

Eddie could agree with that. It was kind of like when he decided to go to work that

morning and now his day was being shot to Hell. Whoever was up on high yanking his chain sure

had a sick sense of humor, he believed. What other kind of person would stick a horny guy like

him with a frigid bitch like Gen. Or give him a crappy gas station job when he was obviously

capable of bigger and better things. He should be leaving his mark on the world instead of skid

marks on his underwear because a stranger rolled into town just to scare the bejeesus out of him.

A rusted pick-up truck pulled in front of the auto shop. 

Give me a break already. 

“I bet this guy is gonna want to buy cigarettes.” 

The stranger shrugged and hurried down the length of the station. Both the stranger and

the pick-up driver reached the door at the same time. Gape-mouthed, Eddie watched the

newcomer pushing past the stranger. Acetylene torch flames flashed in the departing stranger’s

eyes. A look of death. Eddie half expected the two customers to burst into a storm of fists, but the

stranger exited and stalked to his car, trench coat hanging limply from his shoulders like the robes

of a monk who has reluctantly taken a vow of non-violence. He swung the car door open and

lowered himself inside. 

Eddie waited to see the car starting up. When it didn’t, he swiveled to serve the pick-up

driver. The unblinking black eye of a sawed off rifle stared him in the face. “Give me the money,

now!”

Immediately, Eddie emptied the register of bills. His estimate was close to sixty-five

dollars. He’d just done a safe drop of over a thousand bucks before sitting down to his cozy

thoughts of Jessica Ann. The pick-up driver (a guy he vaguely recognized as Wally, a senior

when he went to Forest Hills High) demanded the money in the safe but Eddie was never made

privy to the combination. Once again he was up the proverbial creek without a paddle or a canoe. 

“Give me the money in the safe or I’ll blow your fucking head off!” Wally was getting

very impatient and Eddie didn’t estimate his chance of survival got any higher the more the barrel



shook at his nose.

“I don’t have access to the safe. Please, just leave with what you have.” Eddie nearly

added Wally to the sentence. It would have been a blast to the face if the man with the gun had an

idea he could be identified. Eddie shot a frantic glance out of the window. The Monte Carlo sat

by the pump. The stranger seemed as if he was in a hurry on the way out and now he was just

sitting there, teasing Eddie with hope. Maybe the big guy on high was taking pity on him for once

in his life, Eddie prayed. 

Please phone the cops, he pleaded to the stranger. He couldn’t tell if the man was looking

toward the station, his silhouette through the passenger side window an angry blob smacking the

steering wheel beyond the tinted glass, but if the stranger glanced – even for a second – he’d have

to see the guy waving a gun in Eddie’s face. 

“Just go, man. That guy in that car could be calling the cops on his cell phone. Just go.

Please.” Eddie hated the whine in his own voice. He wanted to grow a set of balls and tell the

fucker to do the world a favor; bite the bullet himself. “I have a wife.”

He couldn’t believe he’d said it as soon as the words left his mouth. Eddie understood he

was in panic mode, still, putting the wife card on the table sounded dishonest to his own ears. He

had a wife, that part was true, except he questioned whether Gen needed him to stay alive or

furthermore wanted him alive. There was a fifty thousand dollar life insurance policy in his name

– double if he expired due to accidental/crime-related death – and his wife was sole beneficiary.

Somehow he figured if she was the devil on Wally’s shoulder, Gen would be telling him to jerk

the trigger and punch her low-life husband’s snozzer through the back of his head. 

The image placed the last ten years of his life in perspective. The stream of images was

the saddest retrospective he’d seen. 

A bad thing happened then. Eddie began to wish Wally would hurry up and lodge a bullet

in his brain so he could finally put a bloody period at the end of his life sentence. 

Wally slammed a fist into the counter, making Eddie clamp his eyes shut as he waited for

the pain of the gunshot to set in. A second passed and he heard the whoosh of air as Wally

shouldered the door open and stormed out of the station. 



He finished the exhale he’d been holding in and looked around. He found it odd, how

grateful he was to be alive. 

The taillights of the Monte Carlo lit up and the engine of the rusty pick-up coughed and

turned over with a sick rattle. The vehicles were moving, jumping and lurching ahead. Eddie

gasped in horror as they collided. It was inevitable. The passenger side of both vehicles were

crumpled.

Wally stepped from his truck rifle in hand. He raised it to firing level. 

He and Eddie waited for the stranger to get out of his car but for different reasons. 

Wally wanted to take his rage and release it on someone weaker than him. Since he’d

pushed past the stranger coming in to the station without a fight, he figured the man was a pussy.

Wally had nothing to lose at that point. Except his life and he didn’t believe there was a risk of

losing it. The rifle in his hands meant in his mind, the odds were on his side when the cards were

dealt and the hand was called. 

Eddie didn’t like the idea of the stranger confronting Wally. Standing behind the

protection of the big window, counter and cash register, he waited for him to come out, hoping

the stranger would just keep ass to seat and put his foot on the accelerator. Eddie sensed the shit

was going to hit the fan, violence was building in vast quantities out there on the tarmac, when it

exploded no amount of reinforced glass, faux wood, or computer chips and flimsy plastic was

going to keep him from suffering the backlash. He knew it because...  

That was how Eddie’s story went. If he survived one terrible circumstance, another worse

one waited somewhere on the next page or so.

The sky was clouding over, the steel-heads rolling in like dust from a stampede of enraged

horses. They smothered the sun, swallowing the ground with a great shadow of twilight intensity. 

Eddie regarded the sudden storm with gathering fear. He goggled at Wally, whose shirt

wagged and greasy hair tossed from the sudden change in weather but neither the wind or drop in

temperature could penetrate the concentration of the man’s rage. Wally was too focused on the

door of the black car, intent on inflicting all of his hate on the man inside.

Close to pissing himself, Eddie suspected Wally was such a lunatic he didn’t realize the



front of his pants strained from a hard-on. The fucking idiot should be taking a whizz and a dump

in his pants by now.

The driver’s side door of the Monte Carlo opened. The stranger unfolded from the seat, 

his back to the thief. The wind rose up, billowing out the stranger’s jacket, inside its folds hid

unfathomable secrets and horrors Eddie had no desire to imagine.

Wally might have kept his yap shut if he’d seen the fire Eddie saw. “Turn your ass

around, so I can shoot you in your mother-fucking face!” 

“Why He gave you monkeys the power of speech is beyond me.” The stranger snapped

around, his coat whipping in the hungry wind.  His pupils were swallowed by slits of blue fire.

The muscles of his clenched jaw defined and ribbed, highlighted in sapphire. Through the

stranger’s black t-shirt his stomach and chest stood out in full relief like a Greek sculpture. 

Wally’s clenched fingers give way to fear, dropping the rifle. 

“Besides, you’re making me late.” Wings ripped from the stranger’s back. He leapt into

the air easy as a catamount, up over the car onto Wally, who had diminished in the absence of his

confidence. With feline agility and grace the stranger knocked his prey to the ground and

remained standing. Black and gunmetal clouds swarmed the sky behind him. 

He leaned forward. “Do you gamble?” 

“Gamblin’s a sin,” Wally said. 

“You think you know more about sins than me?” The stranger paused, smirking. “If you

give me the right answer to this, you’ll live, but if you don’t … Well, we’ll see.” 

For a moment the fire in his eyes brightened as if he relished a perfect piece of steak.

“Sam went on a road trip. He liked Idaho but hated Texas. He enjoyed Hawaii but not Arkansas.

He loved California but not Wisconsin. Did he like Illinois, Walter?” One eyebrow raised,

casting an inquiring glance down on the man at his feet.

Wally sobbed. Eddie glimpsed a trail of snot running over his lip and was overcome with

empathy for the man. It wasn’t hard to imagine himself in Wally’s shoes. Then he had a change

of heart. At last he’s dying with the memory of all those cheerleaders he banged in highschool. 

“Yes?” Hopelessness was painted on the Wally’s face so thick it was pitiful. The stranger



spared him no pity.

“No, I’m afraid not. Sam didn’t like Illinois because it has an ‘S’ in its name. I don’t like

you, because your name has an ‘S’ in it.” 

“B-b-but my name is Walter Lovitt. There’s no ‘S’ in that,” Wally said in a pleading

whimper.

“No, you are wrong again. Have you ever gotten anything right, Walter? You steal,

therefore you have one name that matters and that is Sinner.” The stranger rose to his full height

of six-foot-one. A gust of wind surged, tearing his coat off of his back. “Sinners must be

punished.” His mouth curdled in a snarl and his hand plummeted into Wally’s chest. Eddie was

struck with gut-wrenching terror as the stranger tore the heart out from Wally. The angel threw

his hand in the air and unleashing a bestial cry that cracked the reinforced windows of the station.

Crimson droplets spattered the sky. 

Eddie stepped back, knocking a clipboard to the floor. The stranger’s acetylene gaze

snapped toward him. Walking over the body nonchalantly, as if it were no more than a fallen

sapling the stranger came into the station, striding to the smudged counter.

“Do you gamble, Eddie?” 

Eddie can’t open his mouth to utter a single word and instead he made an odd choking

noise. Wings folded, the stranger withdrew dice from his blood speckled jeans. “If I roll above

five you live. If it’s under five you die.”

Blue Oyster Cult slid through the radio’s speakers. The Ax is cutting through the ages

alright. “Don’t Fear The Reaper.” The song had always creeped Eddie out.

The die soared like birds of death from the stranger’s bloody, tattooed hands scattering

across the counter. The first stopped, landing with two dots facing the cork board ceiling. The

second die continued rolling. Eddie squinted as it bounced toward the edge. Everything seemed

as if it was a video in slow-motion. Finally the momentum of the die became like time;

eventually running out. It teetered. He was afraid to breathe for fear it will fall. The four was on

top. Six. He would be safe with a six. The unbalanced weight sent it over the counter to the

ground. 



Shit. It faced him, a pale white thing with three gaping black eyes. Five.

The word escaped his lips. He looked up at stranger, into his blue fire slits. There was no

warmth in those eyes. Eddie had shivered less buried in the snow. The stranger was ready to leap

across the counter at Eddie.

“Wait!” It was loud, it was carnal, it was from inside and it scared the crap out of Eddie.

The yell scared him because it was his own. The ferocity of it halted the stranger in mid-

movement, surprise on his ethereal face.

“The dice equal five,” the stranger stated in an Are you blind? tone. “It’s not above five.

You lost and I’m going to take you from this earth.”

“It’s not below five either,” he rebuked. A perplexed expression covered the stranger’s

face. “Your words were, ‘If I roll above five you live. Under you die.’ Right?” Somehow Eddie

maintained a calm voice.

The stranger sniffed the air. There was a long pause. “Fine you live, but only by my good

graces.”

Relief flooded Eddie’s face and he began thanking him for sparing his life. 

“Don’t thank me,” the stranger said. “I’m sparing your life but taking another. Oh, and

Eddie? Change your clothes.”

“Huh?” He glanced at the front of his pants – he’d finally pissed himself. “ Wait, what did

you mean by ‘taking another’?”

“You’ll find out soon enough. Mention this to no one.”  The angel turned and left, 

leaving Eddie staring at his winged back. 

The stranger bent and picked up his trench coat, which the wind wrapped against a

garbage pail. The wings sucked into his skin, two six-inch scars near his shoulder blades the only

trace they existed. With a single hand he pushed the truck away from his car. There was a dent in

the door but not a very big one. He shook his head at the damage. A final look passed between

them, his eyes were returned to a colder version of normal.

“Who are you?” Eddie mouthed to him through the window. Those eyes flashed again and

the stranger disappeared into the shadows of the metal beast. A roar of the engine, screech of tires



and the evening’s excitement was over.

Almost.

The shock hit Eddie as he dialed the police, his finger hovering over the keypad. What

will I tell them? 

“That an angel got pissed off when the guy who just robbed me ran a pick-up into his car.

Which then caused him to rip the guy’s heart out, and the only reason I’m still alive is because of

a little loophole in the angel’s wording and the way the dice rolled?”

Somehow I don’t think they’re gonna fuckin’ believe that. It sounded like too much luck – 

good and bad – especially for a life-long loser. He hung up the phone, grabbed his jacket from the

back of his swivel chair and left the station.

Monday, 7:30p.m.

He parked his red Toyota in the driveway and switched off the head-lights. Their house

was in Forest Hills’ “Ditch”. “Ditch” being the affectionate nickname locals had for the low-

income district. Cities were home to ghettos. Rural logging towns preferred something closer to

home. 

As he walked to front door of the back-split bungalow, he muttered to himself, “Great one

Eddie, add ‘leaving the scene of a crime’ to the list of things they’re going to nail you with.” The

weather remained cloudy and dark to fit his mood. He unlocked the door, entered and untied his

shoes. Panicking, Eddie tried to focus on the most mundane acts to stay calm. He stumbled up the

stairs to the room he shared with Gen. The house was silent.

(I have many names.)

Genevieve must have gone to sleep, he imagined. Then reminded himself the cable guy

was supposed to come by. He opened the door to their room. Darkness.

(Some call me the Man in Black.)

He reached his hand over to the light switch and then something he’d asked the stranger

occurred to him; “What did you mean by, ‘taking another’?” He’d been confused about the



stranger’s comment and he was still confused. Where is Genevieve? 

He flipped the light on and all of his questions were answered. “I’m sparing your life but

taking another,” the stranger’s words echoed in his mind. Eddie understood, as he gazed into the

room.

(To others I’m The Gambler.)

On the bed in a pool of her own blood was his naked wife. Her legs were spread,

welcoming an invisible lover into her folds. Crimson carvings spelled SINNER, decorating her

breasts above the lace bra she wore on special occasions. It was Eddie’s favorite bra. He couldn’t

remember the last time he’d seen her wear it. Her throat was torn out. On the floor next to the

bed, half-hidden like a missing puzzle piece was a Luke’s Cable T.V. hat. They had been having

problems with the cable.

And their sex life too.

(You call me The Stranger, Eddie.)

The next thing he found was the answer to his last question. Written in brown ink on the

wall was a name. He’d heard the name before, as a child dragged to church by his mother while

his brother Miles played a game of stick-ball on the dirt patch with the other heathen kids. 

(The One who made me, called me Raphael, His archangel.) 
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